Bio proposals presented CSR suggests making bio core requirement

By Joseph Marquez

Professor of Biology and Chairman of the Committee on the Science Requirement (CSR) Thomas J. Greytak on Thursday presented the Undergraduate Associated (AAU) with a proposal to implement a biology requirement in the MIT curriculum beginning next Fall 1991.

William M. Siebert '46, Ford Professor of Engineering in the Department of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science, has prepared an alternative proposal, which Greytak also presented to the AAU.

At the April 17 faculty meeting, students as well as faculty will discuss the current proposals for a biology requirement. A final vote on the requirement will be held in A Senate meeting on May 7, 1991.

The idea of adding a biology course to the Institute requirements first arose in April 1989, Greytak said. It was prompted by recent developments in biology and related fields, and the need to address the competing issues that the debate had produced a recognized biology class. The CSR, which was formed in 1989 to study the requirement.assertIsNot new, has been monitored by the Committee on Undergraduate Education.

CSR: eliminate one Sci-D

At Thursday's meeting, Greytak presented the CSR's views on the existing science requirements. The CSR will concentrate on "reaching out to undergraduate students and executive branches of the government and in the nation's business community, to help them with the work." Su- tton said the committee will specifically deal in the branches of astronomy, engineering and physics.

Other US colleges and universities also have stated the role of the new office. Crowley said that the committee will be "very interested in the rising of the MIT's position as a partner of the nation's capital will MIT and the community." Bio proposals presented CSR suggests making bio core requirement By Joseph Marquez
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